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Welcome
FROM THE PRESIDENT
Dear Ouachitonian :
As a member of the student
body at Ouachita, you are privileged to be a part of the finest
group in the world. In a sense, ti:lis group is a
fa mily; and as a member of the family you have
certain privileges and responsibilities which you
must fulfill in order to make this experience a happy
one for yourself and those around you.
In any form of group living, certain rules and
traditions are necessary in order to have a smoothly
func tioning social situation. This handbook contains the accumulated knowledge of many years of
experience in group living on a Christian campus
such as ours; and while we would not pretend that
the rules are perfect, we do believe that they will
bring the greatest happiness to the greatest number
if followed .
Rules in a school have to take into account the
individual student, wishes of parents, desires of the
denomination which owns the school, pronouncements of the trustees, customs of the community,
and the general public 's concept of what is to be
expected in a college such as ours. All of these
have been considered in preparing this handbook.
If I can ever help personally to make your stay
at Ouachita more pleasant or profitable. do not hes·
itate to call on me.
Sincerely your friend,
Ralph A. Phelps, Jr.,
President
3

FROM THE DEAN OF
STUDENT AFFAIRS

Welcome to something new . . .
1. A new living experience-that of living cooperatively with many others. Suggestions in this
handbook, observed by each member of the
college family, will produce a happy experience
for you and the other fellow.
2.

A new :friendship experience-that of making
new acquaintances, many of whom will become
life-lon2 friends.

3.

A new sharing experience-that found in association with the faculty, the student body, and
with the large number of visitors who are on
campus during the year.

Then, too, welcome to the office of the Dean of
Student Affairs. Please call me "Dr. Tom", and
come to see me whenever I can be of help or service
to you.
Sincerely,
Tom L. Gambrell,
Dean of Student Affairs
4
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Information About Ouachita
A BRIEF HISTORY OF OUACHITA
Ouachita Baptist University (pronounced Wash'i taw) was apparently named for the Ouachita River,
which forms the eastern boundary of the campus.
Ouachita is an Indian word the exact meaning of
which seems to have been lost.
The school opened for its first session on September 6, 1886. There had been a great deal of interest in the establishment of a Baptist school before this time, but many things had entered in to
prevent its beginning. Professor J. W. Conger was
elected the first president. Enrollment for the first
session reached 235 in the co-educational school.
North Dorm, now housing men, was one of the
first buildings constructed (1891) .
Beginning with President Conger and coming on
down to President Phelps, eleven men have served
nobly and well in this important office.
Seventy-eight people serve on the administration
and faculty of Ouachita.
Ouachita, since her founding, has conferred degrees. These include Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of
Science, Bachelor of Music, Bachelor of Music Education, Bachelor of Science in Education, Master of
Arts, and Master of Music.
Physical properties are valued at $6,470,580.00.
There are at present 26 permanent buildings and 200
acres of land.
The University is owned and operated by the
Arkansas Baptist State Convention.
5

TRADITIONS
Ouachita Baptist University has many traditions.
These hold a significant place in the heart of every
student and former student of the college. Some of
these are:
THE FACULTY RECEPTION FOR NEW STUDENTS is given during the first week of school. Its
purpose is to help acquaint the students with the
faculty, and with each other.
THE ALMA MATER, "OUACHITA," has grown
to be sacred to all Ouachitonians. Always stand at
attention when it is being sung. Men should remove
their hats. The words to "Ouachita" are among
the first things learned at college . .. and the last
to be foriotten .
THE MARBLE TIGER has become a tradition
at Ouachita. It has weathered many storms of rain,
sleet, snow, and PAINT; but Ouachitonians are
proud of the fact that throughout all these battles
its head remains unbowed.
THE OUACHITA SPIRIT, also known as the
Tiger Spirit, occupies a great place deep in the heart
of every loyal Ouachitonian. Its ingredients include
devotion, pride, loyalty, and the spirit of Christian
friendship. It will become a part of you . . . and
you a part of it.
STUDENT ELECTIONS are held each year in
April. Freshman elections are held in the fall, the
third week of the school year. Ouachita politics
make the national presidential election look like
kindergarten I
6

FRIENDLINESS is the rule rather than the exception at Ouachita. Aristocrats are not found often
on our campus.
PROFANITY is contrary to college tradition and
principles and is not used by real Ouachitonians.
MILITARY SPONSORS are selected for the various military functions.
PEP MEETINGS are the backbone of school
spirit during the sports seasons. Support your Ouachita athletic teams ... you're a Tiger now.
ALL CLASSES AND ORGANIZATIONS have social events. Each class sponsors picnics, hay rides,
parties, and other activities.
TIGER DAY is the day in the spring of the year
when high school seniors visit the campus. Special
activities are held all day for these visiting students .
JUNIOR-SENIOR PICNIC is an outstanding
event of the year for these two classes. Most of them
are sunburned for a week afterwards.
THE BLUFF is just about as well-known as
Ouachita because of the constant association of the
two names for recreation. (DeSoto is its real name.)
Hikes, weiner roasts, fish fries, etc., have a way of
heading for the Bluff or the pasture across the river
from the campus.
HENDERSON STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE,
located just across the ravine, has been the focal
point of friendly rivalry through the years. In recent years, much has been done to improve relations
between student bodies of the two schools, and it is
hoped that this improvement will continue.
7

COMMENCEMENT is the climax of the college
year, when the seniors get their sheepskins and go
out to face the cruel world.
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STAFF AND FACULTY
ADMINibTRATiVE OFFICERS

Ralph A. Phelps, Jr ., M.A., Th.D.

Ben M. Elrod, Th.D.

President

Vice President for
Development

Henry C. Lindsey, Ph.D.

Dean of Faculty

Tom L. Gambrell, D.R.E.

Dean of Student Affairs

James E . Orr, B.A.

Business Manager

Mrs. R. D. Rodgers, M.A.

Registrar

Juanita McMillan Barnett, B.S. in L.S.

Librarian

Frances M. Crawford, B.A., B.M.
Assistant
For Alumni Aifairs
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Asst. Director of Public

George Johnson, B.A.

Relations

Claude Sumerlin, M.A.

. Director of News Bureau

Mrs. Neno Flaig, M.Ed.

Director of Women

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFI•'

Mrs. Jane Quick, B.A.

Secretary to the President

Mrs. Ruth Johnson, B.S.E. . . . . . . . B.S.U. Director

Mrs. Charles Conner, B.S . . .. ... . . . . ... ... Dietician

1. W. Kennedy, M.D .... . .
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... . ... .. . Physician

Eva Joy McLeroy, R.N. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nurse
Mrs. Judy Davis, R.N. . ...... . . . .. . .. . . . . . Nurse
Miss Green . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bookstore Manager
Plant Engineer

W. J. Hendricks .. . . . .
Resident Counselors :

Mrs. Ruby Beard . ...... . . . Flippen-Ferrin Hall
Mrs. Nannie 'Mae Moore .... Terral-Moore Hall
Mrs. Ina S. Morgan

Cone Bottoms Hall

Mrs. A. B. Pierce

Johnson Hall

Mrs. Mary Troxell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Blake Hall
Mrs. Georgia Faye Bowers ..... . .. Conger Hall
Mrs. Hilda McDade . . . . . . . . . . . . . . North Dorm
Mrs. Anna Mason . .. .... . . .. . ... . . . .. West Hall
Mrs. Margaret May

. . . Northwest Hall

Mrs. Essie Steele

0 . C. Bailey Hall

Mrs. Violet Goodwin

Student Center
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THE BUILDING AND GROUNDS
Twenty-six permanent red brick buildings house
the college in a beautiful setting along the banks of
the Ouachita River.
THE J. R. GRANT ADMINISTRATION BUILDING houses all administrative offices of the college.
J. E. BERRY CHAPEL AND BIBLE BUILDING
is a major classroom building. It houses Religion,
Philosophy, Mathematics, and Education departments.

MITCHELL HALL serves as an auditorium and
music conservatory. It is located on the south side
of the campus and will seat 1,000 people . .. including you on chapel days.
C. HAMILTON MOSES SCIENCE HALL is a
completely modern fireproof building set aside for
learning of the wonders of God's material universe.
ERNEST BAILEY HALL is a major classroom
building on the northeast part of the campus. It
houses five departments: Home Economics, Busi·
ness, English, History, and Foreign Languages.
BILL WALTON GYMNASIUM 1tands on the
northwest corner of the campus. This building
serves as the women's Physical Education building and the department of Military Science.
THE RILEY LIBRARY, of modern functional
architectural design, situated in the center of the
campus, is air conditioned for summer comfort and
has built-in floor coils to make the building more
1erviceable during the winter months.
1J

R. C. DAILY HALL stands on the north side ot
the campus. The first floor is used for general
classrooms. The second floor is utilized by the Art
Department and for several faculty offices.
THE LITTLE THEATRE, containing auditorium,
offices, and classrooms, is situated on the northeast
corner of the campus. Nearly all the Speech Department productions are staged here.
THE HOME MANAGEMENT HOUSE is a twostory structure on the south side of the campus. It
is used by home economics students.
FLENIKEN MEMORIAL STUDENT CENTER is
a popular gathering place for students where they
may purchase books and "incidentals." It houses a
branch post office where you can get that much
needed money from home . A sandwich and ice
cream cotmter, together with soft drink machines,
are also located here.
CANNON INFIRMARY, located between Daily
Hall and Bailey Hall, is equipped to care for your
sick needs. A trained nurse is always in charge.
RUTH LAMB MEMORIAL POOL is an addition
to the Walton Gymnasium. The pool is used for
physical education classes and for recreational
swimming throughout the year.
CONE-BOTTOMS HALL is a fireproof dormitory
for women. It is on the southwest side of the campus. The rooms are divided into suites of two with
bath between on each of the three floors. The lobby
is usually the home of those men who are "going
steady."
FLIPPEN-PERRIN HALL is als•J located on the
southwest side of the campus. The rooms are divided into suites of two with a hath between. Seventysix girls live there.
13

TERRAL-MOORE HALL is the two-story, 40
room freshman women's donn, on the west side of
the campus.
JOHNSON HALL, a "twin" to Terral-Moore, is
located on the northwest corner of the campus. It,
too, houses freshman women.
BLAI(E DORMITORY is located west of the
New Girls Dorm. It houses 48 women.
NORTH DORM is on the east side of the camp
us. The dormitory houses 100 men.
CONGER HALL, a men's dormitory, is also lo·
cated on the southeast corner of ·<he ca mpus. It
provides space Ior 48 men and is modern in every
detai.!.
0. C. BAILEY HALL, also a men's dormitory, is
to be fc·uml on i·ho e::tst side of the campus.
The building provides living quarters for 150 men.
NORTHWEST AND WEST HALLS, providing
space for 100 men, each is loc ated on the north side
of ·the campus lake.
LAKESIDE DORMITORY, for men, is located
just north of the Infirmary and Daily Hall, and on
the south bank of the campus lake. The dormitorv
houses 80 men.
NORTH CAMPUS, containing 45 apartment units,
is located one-half mile north on Highway 67. This
is one of four groups of living quarters available for
married students.
OUACHITA APARTMENTS, another married
students facility, are in two apartment buildings and
offer 16 apartment units for married students.
14

MiNISTERIAL COTTAGES circle the area
north and east of the New Gym. There are nine
two-bedroom frame cottages in the group.
CANNON APARTMENTS, located two blocks
southeast of the campus, provide four apartments
for married students.
BIRKETT WILLIAMS HALL is the Dining Hall
across the street from the Gymnasium. The building, complete with the latest food serving devices
and air conditioning, will accomodate 1200 students
at a meal.
NEW GYMNASIUM, located north of Northwest
and West Halls, is the home of the championship
Tiger basketball team. This build'ing serves as the
men's Physical Education building. It has space
for 3,000 spectators.
A. U. WILLIAMS FIELD is the Ouachita athLetic field located immediately north of the North
Campus apartments. The field accommodates the
baseball, track, and football intercollegiate sport
activities.
OUACHITA STABLES are located on the north
end of the farm, across from Williams Field. Riding
horses are available on a small rental fee for recreational riding.
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STUDENT SERVICES
.POST OFFICE-Ouachita has an official post
office. Each student is expected to have a mail box,
and the box rent receipt is required before one can
begin registration. The office is located in the Stu·
dent Center, ground floor. Mail arrives three times
a day, and there are a like number of mailings each
week-day. The correct way to address mail is
(Name), O.B.U. Box 11111, Arkadelphia, Arkansas
71924.

SNACKERY is located on the ground floor of
the Student Center. It is open from 7 a.m. to 10
p.m., and Sunday, 4 p.m. to 8 p.m. Light snacks
are available at modest prices.
BOOK STORE, an agency of the university, is
open 8 a.m . to 4:30 p.m., five days a week, and
8 a .m. to 12 noon on Saturday. School supplies,
souvenirs, and personal goods are available.
RILEY LIBRARY serves barth the faculty and the
student body. Library hours are:
Monday through Friday: 8 A.M. to 9:30 P.M.
Saturday : 9 A.M. to 4 P.M.
All books from the stacks may be checked out for
two weeks. Reserve books (those set aside by faculty members for special study by their classes)
may be checked out for two hours use in the library.
They may be taken :fior home use overnight after
8:30 p.m. and must be returned by 8 a.m. the following day.
The library follows all normal rules of use and
service for library facilities.
A library borrower's card is issued to each student at registr ation. At the end of each semester all
books ar e to be returned and any fines paid before
an exam permit is issued by t.he Busin.ess Office.
16

FINANCIAL AID-information concerning schol·
arships, loans, and student work may be obtained
from the Dean of Student Mfairs' office.
SICK AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE-a sick and
accident insunmce coverage, under the Master Policy issued by the American Casualty Insurance Company of Reading, Pa., is available for those who
desire its coverage. The cost is $14.00 per school
year. Further information may be secured in the
registration line.
TELEPHONES-these are located conveniently
on each floor of the resident halls. Local telephone
calls will not be received or made in the residence
halls between 8 p.m. and 10 p.m., Sunday through
Thursd ay. Calls are not to be made or received
from 11 p.m. to 7 a.m. anytime. Pay telephones
are reserved for outgoing long distance calls. Tele·
phone calls, unless of t>.n emergency nature, are not
permitted during study hours. Consideration of all
residents is expected in the time limit you place on
your calls.
CHECK-CASHING may be done at the Business
Office. The customary charge of ten cents will be
made for each check.
DINING HALL-the place of good food and fine
fellowship. The following statement of policy will
insure that meal times are some of the most enjoyable of the college day:
1. Always t ake your place at the end of the
line. Line cutting is contrary to the spirit of Ouachita, and flagrant practice may subject the person
concerned to disciplinary action.
2. Recognition of the rights of others is the
basis of conduct in the dining hall. Loud talking
and yelling are not practiced, and food must never
be thrown, even as a joke.
17

3. The mode of dress for all is characterized
by neatness at all times . It is customary for men
to wear dress shirts, coats, and ties for Sunday no cn
meals. Women wear their "Sunday dresses".
4. You will find that most students offer a
silent thanks before eating, and ask to be excused
before leaving the table .
5. Food is not to be taken from the dining hall.
6. Visit with dining hall employees only after
they are off duty.
7. The dining hall schedule is as follows:
Monday through Friday:
7 a.m.--8 a.m.
Breakfast
11:30 a.m.-1 p.m.
Lunch
5:30 p.m.-6:30p.m.
Dinner
Saturday:
Breakfast
7:30 a.m.-8 a.m.
Lunch
11 :30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.-6 p.m.
Dinner
Sunday:
7:30 a.m.-8 a .m.
Breakfast
12:30 p.m.-1:15 p.m.
Dinner
8. Guest meals are as follows:
50 cents
Breakfast
75 cents
Lunch & Dini1er
Sunday Dinner
$1.00
INFIRMARY-Residents who become ill are encouraged to consult with the nurse or the resident
counselor at the Infirmary. If a physician is needed, the nurse will make the appointment ·and the
arrangements for the visit. The following policies
are in effect for this part of the school life :
1. The Infirmary is open 7:30 a.m. - 11:30
a.m.; 1:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m . The student is asked
to call the Infirmary for an appointment with the
18

doctor by 4:30 of the day the appointment is desired. The Infirmary is closed Sundays except for
emergencies.
2. Students receiving Infirmary excuses :or
class are not allowed to leave ·~he dormitory that
night.
3. There is no charge to the student for the
service of the Infirmary staff, but all medications
and dressings will be charged.
4. Patients in the Infirmary wlll not be allowed to have visitors while they are in the Infirmary.
5. All "bed patients" will be confined to the
Infirmary a minimum of twenty-four hours.
G. Excuses for class absences, due to illness,
must be signed by Infirmary personnel BEFORE
classtime and not AFTER the class is dismissed.

7. J.\11\.'lrried students living out of dormitories
are to observe the same health policies as other
students. The school's medical service does not extend to cover children, husband, or wife of a student
if they are not enrolled in the University.
The Infirmary is a small hospital for treating
those students who are sick; it is not a social center or a device for gold-bricking. General responsibility for care of the student's health rests with
the student.

TRAFFIC
The operation of a motor vehicle on the campus
is considered a privilege , and automobiles must be
operated in conformity with the regulations if the
privilege is to be continued.
Each student driving an automobile on the campus, whether living in the residence halls or not,
is required to register his car in the Office of the
Dean of Student Affairs.
Automobile registration is made at the time of
registration. A fee of 25 cents per car will be
char ged.
E ach person is to file the license t ag number of
his car (or that ·od' his parents ) .at the time of enrollment. Any change of licen se numbers must be reported within fifteen days .
Each person will display his campus zone permit on the right side of the rear window of his car.
If this display position is not possible, the permit
may be displayed in the same loc ation on the front
windshield.
The campus sp·eed limit is 20 miles per hour.
No double parking nor park ir: J ' ~> the drive-way entrances is permitted.
The following schedulle of fir.es is listed for the
beneiit of all: Improper parkin.g:
1. A str aight $1.00 fine will be assessed those offenders who pay fo r the citations as they are r endered.
2. For repeated offenders , the first offense - $1.00,
second offense - $2.00, third offense - $3.00, until
such time as the amount is paid .
3. In either case, the pena lty for the 4th citation
will be f·J r the individu all to appear before the Tra£20

fie Committee to explain the reason for the continu
ed violations. The offender is then subject to the
action of the committee.
Method of payment for fines:
The fine may be paid in cash in the Business Office within 48 hours of the time of the marked violation, and the receipt must be presented to the Dean
of Student Affairs in order for the violation to be
cleared from the record. All unpaid fines will be reported to the Business Office to be placed on the
student's account. Additional penalty may be imposed for such action.
Parking zones are as follows:
FACULTY:
Both sides of Ouachita Street and between 5th
and 4th Streets; also the east side of 5th Street
adjacent to Mitchell Hall and the west side of 4th
Street adjacent to Hamilton Moses Hall; Area between Cone Bottoms and Birkett Williams Halls, the
north side adjacent to sidewalk; North side of Camp·
us Drive, extending from Daily Hall to include Ernest Bailey Hall.
STUDENT PARKING:
Students may park on any of the campus drives
or parking areas except those indicated in the
preceding secFon. The cooperation of all is expected in crcier to make the best use of space
available. Parking at the correct angle will be en·
forced.
21

The parking in front of the Student Center is
limited to 30 minutes. This area will be patrolled
frequently.
All parking regulations are in effect during
each school day, 8 A.M. to 5 P.M.
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WHOM TO SEE ABOUT ...
Absences
Dean of Student Affairs
Academic matters
Dean of Faculty
Admissions
Dean of Student Affairs
Alumni activities
Alumni Secretary
Apartments for rent
Dean of Student Affairs
Books and supplies
College Book Store
Calendar arrangements
Dean of Student Affairs
Changes in faculty advisors Dean of Student Affairs
Changes in class schedules
Dean of Faculty
Choral organizations
Chm., Division of Fine Arts
Testing
Dean of Student Affairs
Fees and tuition
Business Office
Fines, parking
Dean of Student Affairs
Grades
Registrar
Information
Dean of Student Affairs
Intramural sports
Athletic Department
Loans
Dean of Student Affairs
Lost and Found
Dean of Student Affairs
Medical services
Infirmary
Religious matters
Director of B.S.U.
R.O.T.C.
Professor of Military Science
Scholarships
Dean of Student Affairs
Social affairs
Director of Women
Student employment
Dean of Student Affairs
Student Association
President, Student Assn.
Student Publications
Director of News Bureau
Transcripts
Registrar
Varsity sports
Athletic Department
Veterans' affairs
Registrar

Student Activities
FRESHMAN "INITIATION"
Ouachita has strict rules against hazing in any
form, and any student guilty of this is subject to
immediate and permanent dismissal from the College. There is no such thing as hazing of freshmen.
However, an informal "initiation" of freshmen is
conducted by t.he senior class in order to acquaint
incoming students with traditions of the school, and
to introduce them to upper classmen. Whether a
freshman participates in these activities is optional,
but he is encouraged to do so as a good sport.
No initiation activities are permitted during
study hours, nor may any such activity interfere
with class attendance or any other school function.
No activity will be permitted to interfere with food
service or eating in the dining hall. No activity
may be carried on off campus without prior written
approval by the Dean of Student Mfairs.
Among the traditions of freshman initiation are
the following:
1. "Beanies" are to be worn at all times except in the dormitories, on Sundays, and after 6 p.m .
daily.
2...Male freshmen are to tip their "beanies" to
all ladies and faculty members.
3. Freshmen will serenade the Tiger each morn·
ing under the direction of the senior class president.
4. Freshmen are encouraged to remain on
campus during the initiation period, which includes
the first week of classes.
5. Freshmen name-buttons are worn at the
same times as the "beanies".
24

REG !STRA'riON
There are many details to the procedure of registration, and they are all time-consuming. It is important that you be patient and cooperative. These
suggestions will be helpful:
1.

Attend all orientation meetings-in mind as well
as body. It is important that you understand
and correctly follow registration instructions.

2. Take your conference with your faculty advisor
seriously. The conference period is designed to
help you work out your class schedule and chart
your course for the future. It will be to your
advantage to plan early and well.
3. Ask questions about anything that is not clear to

you. Remember, everyone on the campus wants
to help you.
4.

Register at the time assigned to you.

5.

Keep all registration materials with you during
this period.

6.

Dress comfortably.

7.

Be sure to take your fountain pen and pencil.

8. Smile.

25

SCHOLARSHIP
The following matters related to scholarship are
vital to a successful college experience:
I.

2.
3.

4.

5.

CLASS ABSENCESRegular and punctual class attendance is expect·
ed of all students.
Students should give satisfactory explanations of
all absences to their respective instructors.
A student who is failing a course because of
class absences is to be reported immediately to
the Dean of Student Affairs.
If absences continue and prove to be the cause
of failure in the course in which the student is
reported, he will be dropped from the course
with a grade of F upon the recommendation of
the instructor.
A record of class attendance will be kept by the
class instructor and included in the semester
report to the Registrar.

STUDENT LOAD-The normal. load is sixteen
hours each semester plus physical education and
R.O.T.C.
SCHEDULE CHANGES-If for any reason, you
find it nece ss::try to change your schedule, the procedure is outlined in the catalog under "Academic
Information."
GRADE AVERAGE-Scholastic achievement at
Ouachita is indicated by these symbols:
A

is equivalent to four quality credits per semester
llour and denotes excellence, the quality of work
expected of superior students do ing their best
work.
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B

is worth three quality credits per semester hour
and denotes better than average work.

C

is worth two quality credits per semester hour
and denotes average but satisfactory work of
the average student.

D

carries one quality credit per semester hour
and denotes passing but unsatisfactory work.

F

denotes no quality credits and failure to achieve
a passing quality of work. An "F" may not be
removed from the record. It may be offset only
by repeating the course in class and achieving
a satisfactory grade.
denotes that a student's required work is incomplete and is given at the discretion of the instructor for good and sufficient reason. A grade
of ''I'' automatically becomes "F" unless the
deficiency is made up during the student's next
semester of residence; in no case may it be
made up after one year.

W denotes that a student withdrew officially from
the college or he obtained permission from the
Registrar to withdraw from a course after the
normal three-week period for changigu courses.
WF denotes that a student withdrew from the course
at a time when he was failing.
FROG RESS REPORT-The Registrar receives
at mid-term and the end of each semester reports
of grades made by all students. Reports or these
grades are mailed to the students and to their
parents as soon as possible after they are received
by the Registrar.
27

SCHOLASTIC PROBATION-You came to college in order to get an education and ultimately a
degree. Since it takes at least 128 semester hours
and 248 quality credits to earn any degree at Ouachita. a student should make 16 semester hours
and .32 quality credits per £emester in order to
finish on schedule. The student who makes less
each semester is not up to standard. Consult the
University bulletin for information qualifications for
probation.
\.Vise students avoid getting on probation in
the first place. If he still is uncertain about his
status, he should see the Dean of Faculty.

S'l'UDY SUGGESTIONS
There are only twenty-four hours in any day.
Getting the most out of college will depend on how
you use these hours. You can find time to do all you
want to do if you plan your time and if you follow
good study habits. Why not try these:
I.

Get and keep your heallh by eating well-balanced meals and sleeping the desirable minimum
-usually seven to eight hours a night. One
usually learns very little from studying after
11:30 at night.

2. Use the time schedule as explained to you in
orientation. True, it is somewhat of a tedious
chore at first; but by following it carefully
throughout the year, you will have extra time
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at your disposal.
3. Do first things first. Stay up with your assignments.
4.

Read for meaning. If the boo!{ is yours, keep it
and mark the important facts. Take notes as
you read. GET THE ESSENTIAL FACTS.

5.

Listen to the lectures. Take accurate, concise
notes. Do not write the exact words of the instructor; rather write what he says in brief form
in your own words. Keep your notes dated, in
order, and together for each subject. Such procedure will make cramming before finals less
of a necessity.

6.

Attend class. Your regular attendance is essential to good grades.

HELPFUl, HINTS
CONFERENCES-Students are encouraged to
have conferences with their teachers and counselor.
Each person is encouraged to avail himself of this
help and advice whenever needed.
PAYING BILLS-Each student is reminded that
when he buys an article and promises to pay for it
by a certain date, he should do his best to make
that payment. Failure to do so makes it difficult
for other students to get credit.
SIDEWALKS-The college has provided sidewalks to the various buildings for your convenience.
Use them.
CLEANLINESS-"Cleanliness is next to godliness" and applies to persons, buildings, and campus.
Need more be said?
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WHAT TO WEAR--The following suggestions
are made in an effort to help you see the accepted
clothing pattern for the various campus activities:
Class:
Women: Cotton dresses, blouses and skirts;
laler, sweaters and skirts and wool
dresses; loafers and white sox, flats;
scarf (if needed); small bag (if desired)
Men:

Sport coat andj or sport shirt, slacks,
school clothes

Sunday (to church):
Women: Suit or best daytime dress; heels and
hose; hat; handbag and gloves
Men:
Business suit; sport coat with tie is
permissible
Dates:
Women : Depends on the plans (use own judgment)
Men:
Depends on the plans
Dining Hall:
Women: Regular clothes for the day
'Men:
Regular clothes for the day
Picnics an1l other outings (includes working on the
floats, etc.):
Women: Slacks, pedal pushers, and toreadors
(by special permission); loafers and
white sox, flats; scarf (if needed); mittens for warmth
Men:
Clothes appropriate for the occasion
Football games and other sports:
Women: Tailored clothes and casual; high or
low heels (not dressy)
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Men:

Sport coat (tie optional); suit

Concerts, plays, and lectures:
Women: Tailored suit or date dress; heels; handbag and gloves optional
Men:
Business suit; sport coat with tie is
permissible
Teas and receptions (daytime):
Women: Party dress or dressy suit; heels; hat;
handbag and gloves
Men:
Business suits with white shirt and appropriate tie
Banquets:
Women: Formal or dressy dress (depends on in·
vitation)
Men:
Business suit with white shirt and appropriate tie
Formal Occasions:
Women: Long or short formals ; appropriate
shoes; dr essy bag and gloves optional
(Pr esident's reception is always formal)
Business suit with white shirt and apMen:
propriate tie
(NOTE: rain gear is a necessity in this area during
the entire year)
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RELIGIOUS ACTIVITIES
THE BAPTIST STUDENT UNION is an organization which includes every student on the campus,
provided he joins at least one of the religious organizations in the local church or on the campus. Its
purpose is to co-ordinate the actions of all the religious organizations and to be a connecting link between the student and the local church. The policies
of the group are determined by the elected BSU
Council, which meets once each week. The BSU
promotes Religious Emphasis Week on the campus
each year and sponsors the vesper services on the
campus each day at noon.
THE UNIVERS[TY Y. W. A. meets sem;i.monthly either in the Student Center or by circles
in the dorms. The policies and year's program are
outlined by an elected YW A Council.
THE CHRISTIAN COMMISSION UNION meets
semi-monthly in Berry Chapel. Its purpose is to
train students in social welfare and mission work .

PUBLICATIONS
THE MINISTERIAL ASSOCIATION is composed
of ministerial students of Ouachita Baptist University. It meets once each week for the purpose of
rendering programs in keeping with the devotional,
intellectual and pastoral duties of its members.
THE OUACHITA WOMAN'S MISSIONARY SOCIETY is an organization composed of married
women and older single women on the campus.
OTHER RELIGIOUS ACTIVITIES: Students are
expected to attend and take part in church worship .
All the churches welcome students to Sunday School
classes especially for them. Training Union meehl
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DEPA!tTMlENTAL ORGANIZATIONS

each Sunday evening, and college unlons are provided in several of the churches.
There are four Southern Baptist churches b
Arkadelphia: First, Second, P .n·:; Hill, and Third
Street. Several others are located in the rural a1' eas
surrounding the city. Nearly all other deuomill'ations have churches in Arkadelphia .
Noon-day devotions are held each week-day at
12 noon in the J. E. Berry Building Chapel.
It is not uncommon to find a group in dormitory
rooms in prayer. Feel fr ee to join them; but if you
do not, be courteous enouih to leave them alone.
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ORGANIZATIONS
STUDENT ASSOCIATION

The Student Association is the organization of
all regularly enrolled students in Ouachita. The
Senate is the representative body of the Association.
Establishment of student self-government has proved
to be a milestone in campus activities. The associa·
tion aspires to achieve close harmony among stu·
dents and between students and the faculty. The
president of the student body acts as master of ceremonies at each student sponsored chapel program.
HONOR SOCIETIES

THE MATH SOCIETY was instituted to stimulate an interest in and an appreciation for mathematics. A student must have twenty quality credits
earned in various math courses to be eligible for
membership.
ALPHA KAPPA is the honorary sociology society. It was organized for the express purpose of
developing congenial relationships between sociology
majors and othP-r sociology students.
SIGMA TAU DELTA is a national English fraternity which has as its purpose the encouragement
of creative writing and the stimulation of a keener
interest in literature. Ouachita has the only chapter
ln Arkansas. English majors who have a "B" average the first two years in college are eligible for
membership.
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ALPHA CHI, a national honorary scholastic fraternity, is open to juniors and seniors with a 3.2
overall grade point.
BETA BETA BETA, national biological honor
society, was chartered in 1962.
GAMMA SIGMA EPSILON is an honorary fraternity for chemistry majors.
KAPPA DELTA PI is a national education fraternity. The motive of the organization is to encourage high professional, intellectual, and personal
standards and to recognize outstanding contributions
to education.
PERSHING RIFLES is a national military organization for students in basic courses of military
science. Their officers come from the advanced
course, but all active members must be in either
first or second year of military science. Membership is limited to those who are in the upper part
of their military class, and who have high grade
averages in all subjects.
SCABBARD AND BLADE is a National Military Society encouraging educated men to take a
more active part and to have a greater influence in
tbe military affairs of the community in which they
reside, spreading intelligent information concerning
the military requirements of our country.
WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES is the means
whereby students are recognized for their ar.ademic
ability and outstanding student leadership.
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DEPARTMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS

ALPHA RHO TAU is an organization for students interested in art. The club sponsors several
exhibits during the year.
THE COLHECON CLUB is composed of those
whose area of concentration is home economics.
THE COMMERCIAL CLUB is composed of stu·
dents whose area of concentration is business or
secretarial science. The purpose of the club is to
promote the Business Department and to help students find positions in the business world after graduation.
THE ECONOMICS CLUB is composed of students whose area of concentration is economics.
STUDENT NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL ASSO·
CIATION is the W. S. Johnson Chapter of the SNEA
at Ounchita Baptist College. The purpose of the
organization is to develop among college students
preparing to be teachers an understanding of the
teaching profession by participation in the work of
local, state, and national education associations.
THE INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS CLUB has
as its purpose the study of current international development and the establishing of congenial feeling
among various members of that department.
THE CHEMISTRY CLUB proposes to stimulate
interest in the field of chemistry. It meets semimonthly.
SCIO VITA is for biology students. Its purpose is to promote interest in the field and to promote fellowship among the students.
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NATIONAL COLLEGiATE PLAYERS is an orgnnization of the Speech Department. The club presents three or four major productions each year.
Try-outs for the club are held at the beginning of
each year.
MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS

THE COLLEGE CHOIRS, the Ouachita Singers
and the Oratorio Chorus, are two of the most· active
organizations on the campus. These choirs travel to
various parts of the state representing Ouachita
Baptist College. Each spring the Ouachita Singers
make an extended tour, giving concerts in many
cities.
'J;'HE CHORALETTES is an all-girl choir. They
make frequent tours and give a concert each year.
MUSIC EDUCATORS NATIONAL CONFERENCE is a club for prospective teachers of music
THE DIAPASON CLUB is an organization composed of organ students.
TIIE BAND is open to all students who have had
previous band instrument training. It plays for
campus activities and athletic events.
VARIOUS QUARTETS AND TRIOS are organized each year and are under the supervision of the
voice instructor. These groups accompany college
officials on field trips.
ATHLETli:C ORGANIZATIONS

THE "0" ASSOCIATION is composed of lettermen of Ouachita sports. In this organization general problems of Ouachita sports are handled in
such a way as to benefit the whole school.
THE ROTC RIFLE CLUB is sponsored by the
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Military Department. This organization is com·
posed of a limited number of men who are on the
Rifle Squad. Members must be of desirable charac·
ter and possess leadership ability.
WOMEN'S RECREATION ASSOCIATION is
composed of women majors in physical education.
It proposes to offer a time of fun and fellowship for
its members.
SOCIAL CLUBS
Ouachita has eight social clubs, four for men
and four for women. Their activities include banquets, picnics, and "fellowship ." These social clubs
have only a remote resemblance to fraternities or
sororities in that they have no national connections
and all activities are in keeping with the principles
of Christian conduct. There is some small expense
connected with these clubs, i.e., dues , banquets, etc.
All club members wear the distinctive dress of their
clubs on Wednesday .
WOMEN:
THE EEE CLUB was organized in 1936 and is
the oldest girls' club on the campus. The members
are to be high-principled, broad-minded, wholesome
and trustworthy girls whose purpose is to live lives
with worthwhile objectives.
UPSILON KAPPA PHI seeks wome~ with the
highest type of character as members. They may
be identified by their light-blue-and-navy dress on
Wednesdays. The club was organized in 1942.
GAMMA PHI was organized March 2, 1944. The
primary purpose is to advance its members in general alor.g the fourfold lines of physical, intellectual.
soeial, and spiritual progress.
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DELTA KAPPA DELTA (formerly the Hi Hats)
has as its purpose the promotion of friendliness
among the entire student body. Their colors are
black and white .
MEN:
SIGMA ALPHA SIGMA seeks to improve rela·
tions between students and to improve the social
life of the students in general.
ALPHA OMEGA ETA proposes to encourage
Christian fellowship on the campus and to bind its
members by honor to live as Christian gentlemen.
RHO SIGMA, OR "RED SHIRTS," was organ·
ized in 1935. Its purpose is to promote and foster
a better spirit of school loyalty, to encourage constant extra curricular activities on the campus, and
other similar objectives.
BETA BETA was organized in 1941. The purpose
of the club shall be to break down any existing social barriers on the campus and to promote better
social relations among the entire student body. It
is committed to the advancement of the 111embers
and of the student body in general in the fourfold
progress of physical, intellectual, social, and spiritual growth.
RULES AND REGULA'IIONS GOVERNING
SOCIAL CLUBS OF
OUACHITA BAPTIST COLLEGE

SCOPE : The following rules and regulations are
established for the purpose of governing social
clubs recognized by Ouachita Baptist College.
Re cognition of new organizations: New organizations of students may be granted recognition by the
Fa culty upon recommendation of the Student Pcr39

soru1el Committee's acting f avorably upon a petition setting forth the need for and purpose of the
proposed organization.
Maintenance ofrecognition: To continue to enjoy
privileges of r ecognized student organizations, a·n
organization must abide by the rules and regulations
herein established and conform to administrr.tive
direction of appropriate college officials. A copy 01f
the constitution o.f the organization and its bylaws
must be filed with the secretary of the Faculty.
Suspension of organization: F ailure to comply
with these rules and regulations will subj ect an organization to discipline, suspension, and-or revocation of charter.
MEMBERSHIP QUALIFICATIONS FOR SOCIAL
CLUBS: To pled,ge a social club, a student must
have at least a cumulative grade point average of
C through the semester preceding and must be a
11econd semester fre shman or higher in classification. Any transfer student must be a student at Ouachita Baptist College for one full semester before
being eligible for social club membership. Full
membership in any social club can be established
only upon receipt o.f nine week grades of C average
in the semester in which pledging takes place, and
certific ation by the Dean of Students.
HAZING: No social club of Ouachita Baptist College may pledge, initiate or collect dues from Ouachita Students if it practices or allows hazing at
any time. Hazing is defined in the Student Handbook.
PLEDGING AND INITIATION: Pledging for all social clubs will be for one week during the Spring
semester. Pledging shall start not 0111rlier than the
fourth week and not end lat.er than the end of thll
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seventh week, time , to be established by the Dean
of Student Affairs, Pledging shall be restricted to
the hours of 7:00A.M. until 11:00 P.M. All pledging
and initiations must be on the campus of Ouachita
Baptist College. NoJ yelling or unusual noises will
be allowed in connection with pledging. Pledges
will not be allowed to perform in any manner in
groups during normal school hours.
SPONSORS OR ORGANIZATIONS: Qualifications The sponsor shall have been a member of the faculty at Ouachita for one schoJlastic year or longer.
The sponsor shall not be a former member of the
club of which he is sponsor.
RESPONSIBILITIES OF A CLUB SPONSOR: The
sponsor shall check the eligibility of members at
least each half semester and file an Eligibility Report with the Dean of Students by the third and
twelfth week of each semester. The sponsor shall
check the eligibility of pledges before pledging is
started. The sponwr shall know the complete initiation ritual anci must be present at the initiation,
formal or informal, of pledges. The spoJnsor must
chaperone all off-campus activities of the club or
be represented by someone approved by the Dean
of Students. No sponsor shall serve more than oi:J.e
social club.
FINANCES: All student organizations that handle
any money must have a banl{ account. All checks
will be signed by the student authorized by the organization and countersigned by the faculty sponsor.
Each year, during the last week of school, each
organization will submit a financial repmt to the
college Bmi ~: ess Manager. The report will show
the beginning balance as of Jtme 1, all deposits
listed as to the date, amount and source of income.
From this will be deducted all checks, listing each
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and showing date, amount and for what spent. The
report will show the book balance at the end of the
year. Clubs will also list the outstanding checks to
assist in recuncjling the bank balance. The report,
along with checks, bank statements, .and deposit
slips, will be filed in the Business Office. What the
check is written for should appear on the check
and check stub. The source of income should be
shown on the deposit slip.
SOCIAL ACTIVITIES OF ORGANIZATIONS: The
faculty sponsor or representative .a pproved by the
Dean of Students must attend all social functions.
Activities scheduled outside of Arkadelphia must
be approved by the Dean of Students.
ACTIVITY CALENDAR: Regularly scheduled meetings of student organizations must conform to the
pattern established by the Student Senate at the
beginning of each academic year. Special social
activities will be scheduled by arrangement with the
Dean of Students. It is important that each organization strictly adhere to the pattern f.or meetings as
outlined by the Student Senate in order to minimize
conflicts.
SPECIAL ENABLING PROVISION: So that the
change in pledging time will work no special hardship on any organization, two one-week pledging
periods (one in the Fall term .and one in the Spring)
will be permitted during the 1964-65 session. Thereafter, the above one-week provision will be effective.
-Adopted by the Faculty on May 4 1964
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DEBATE
Ouachita has the Arkansas Beta Chapter of Pi
Kappa Delta, the largest debating fraternity in the
world. Our debaters hold membership in the frater ·
nity and are entitled to wear the insignia of same.

PUBLICATIONS
THE OUACHITONIAN is the annual pictorial
survey of college life as the students see it. The
Ouachitonian contains about three hundred pages ,
is beautifully bound.
RIPPLES is a qu arterly literary publication
made up of contributions by students interested in
creative writing. It is edited by a student staff.
THE SIGNAL is a semi-monthly newspaper published by the students. Ample space is given in this
paper for reports of the var ious activities of the
college . The student sub::~ription to this paper is
included in the fees.

SOCIAL CALENDAR
The social calendar is m ade at the beginning of
the school year. Any necessary changes must be
approved by the Dean of Student Affairs as far in
advance as possible.
All plans for social affairs, including lime, place,
ponsors, etc., must be approved by the Dean of
~ u den t Affairs at least one week prior to the event.
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ATHLETICS
Ouachita strives for excellence in both intercollegiate and intramural sports. The objective is for
all students to participate in some sport, as well as
to understand and enjoy sports as a spectator.
Ouachita is a member of the Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference (AIC) . Its teams compete in football, basketball. baseball, track, tennis, swimming,
golf, and bowling.
Participation in athletics is encouraged as a
means of developing desirable attitudes toward
health, social-mindedness, sportsmanship, competition, cooperative effort, institutional loyalty, and
other values and skills that carry over into later
life.
FOOTBALL-The Tigers, under the coaching
of C'oach Jesse Benson, play an excellent brand of
football. They give a good accotmt of themselves,
both on and off the gridiron.
BASKETBALL-Champiom:hip basketball is the
regular experience for the Tigers. Capturing third
place in the national NAIA tournament in March,
1985, was the high point in last year s competition.
The team is coached by Coach Bill Vining.
WOMEN'S BASKETBIALL- The T'igerettes hold
a record number of five consecutive state AAU
championships . 'Ihe team plays in both state and
national AAU competition.
TRACK-The Ouachita cinder-men carry the
Tiger spirit to the track and field events. Led by
Coach Jesse (Buddy Bob) Benson, the purple and
gold colors appear throughout the spring season.
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BASEBAI,L-The Tiger nine regularly take
their place toward the head of the list in this sport.
Their coach is Coach Rodgers.
TENl'll:S-The tennis teums, led by Coach George Johnson for men and Mrs. Hazel Goff for women,
swept AIC tiles in both singles and doubles last
year. Ouachita men's team of Jerry and David
Kossover placed third in the N.A.I.A. nathmal meet .
SWIMMING-The newest of the AIC sports for
Ouachita is swlmm,ing. The te am, coached by
Coach Billy Goff, has made an excellent showing
in the beginning of conference competition, and
give promise of improvement in the years to come.
INTRAMURAL PROGRA~:::-This program at
Oua chita offers competition in every major sport.
Trophies are awarded to outstanding teams and
individuals.
F acilities are available for:
Soccer-Athletic field
- r ack-Athletic field
•.:cbery-Gymnasium
: ~! b a ll-Athletic field
'·etball-Gymnasium
tba ll-Athletic field

Badminton-Gymnasium
Volley Ball-Gymnasium
Hiking-Almost anywhere
Ping-pong-Gymnasium
Riding-Ouachita Stables
Swimming-Ruth Lamb
Pool

east of Daily Hall or west of Terral-Moore
d J ohnson Halls.
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Necessary Regulation·s
STUDENT CONDUCT
Ouachita, a liberal arts college, is at the same
time a Baptist institution and as such represents
Christian id eals to all who pass her way. A respect
for order, morality, personal honor, and the rights
of others is considered basic attributes in the lives
of those who grace her student body. The conduct
of all Ouachitonians, both on and off the campus,
must be in keeping with the Christian principles and
ide als of the school. Ouachita reserves the right to
dismiss at any time any student whose conduct or
general influence is considered harmful to the school.
The following regulations are set forth as a
means of helping all to know the basic pattern of
personal life to be followed.

GENERAL REGULATIONS
1.

Personal integrity in keeping with New Testament standards is expected of all students.

2. Respect for the property, knowledge, and rights
of other people must prevail.
3. The use or possession of alcoholic beverages by
Ouachita students is strictly forbidden. Violation
of this regulation will make the student subject
to Immediate dismissal from the college.
4. Gambliug, use of profane language, and the oncampus possession of firearms are not permitted nor tolerated on the college campus. The oncampus possession of firearms is limited io those
men who check in their guns with the Resident Counselor for the purpose of engaging in the sport of
hunting. The gun may be checked out the night be-
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fore the hunting trip and must be returned to its
place >Jf keeping immediately upon return to the
campus.
5. Hazing is strictly forbidden . Hazing is defined
as whipping, paddling, beating, enforced eating, or
any other act of physic! violence which would be
detrimental to physic al, mental, or spiritual welfare,
or which invades the personal rights and dignity
of the individual. Throwjng a person in a lake, river,
stream or pond is hazing. Violation of the regulation
is punishable by expulsion from the college.
6. Chapel attendance is required of each student unless excused for a good reason by the Dean of
Student Affairs. Students are expected to occupy
assigned seats. Absences must be cleared the
same week in which they occur. See the college
cat alogue for a statement of penalties for chapel
absences.
7. Swimming in rivers adjacent to the campus is
not allowed.
8. Students living in off-campus housing must follow
the same standards of conduct as those living on
campus.
9. Smoking is not permtted in the dining hall,
class rooms, living rooms or dormitory r>Joms
of women's residence halls, the administrative
and fa culty offices of the college.
10. Dancing on the campus is ·c ontrary to rules
and traditions of the school. Dancing off campus
is ll'Jt permitted under the sponsorship of any
student organization.
lO. Any act of vandalism against the property of
Ouachita or Henderson State Teachers College is
liable to punishment by dismissal from the college.
:.:. Students participating in a riot, mob demonstra47

tton, mass march, dormitory raid, or any other
unauthorized group spectacle will be subject to
immediate expulsion from the college. ''Participating in" means being present at such an incident whether one is an active participant or not.
Failure to obey orders of college officials during any type of demonstration will produce immediate suspension from school.
12. Unless the actual person responsible can be discovered, all damage to walls, floors, plumbing,
and furniture in dormitory rooms beyond normal
wear and tear will be charged to the occupants
of the dormitory room. Damage to lounges will
be charged to floor or dorm.
13. Hunting or any other use of firearms on the
Ouachita University Farm, or other property
owned by the Univer sity, is strictly prohibited.
The presence of hikers, fishermen, and horseback riders in the area makes hunting or target shooting here extremely dangerous.
14. No speaker from off-campus may be invited to
speak on campus without clearance from the
president.
15. The exploding of firecrackers, either on campus
or in University buildings, will be punished by
immediate suspension or expulsion.
l6. Students are forbidden to frequent establishments where gambling activities of any kind are
carried on. This includes cash pay-offs on pin
ball machines, the taking of race horse bets,
slot machines, etc. Any establishments known to
have gambling in them ·,viii be declared offlimits to Ouachita students.
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ACADEMIC REGULATIONS
Ouachita Baptist College places major emphasis
upon scholastic achievement. The aid of the faculty
counselors, coupled with the industry and initiative
of the student produces good scholarship.
ACADEMIC LOAD- Full time students carry a
sixteen-hour study load. Less than eight, and more
than seventeen hours is considered outside the range
of the normal load. One who carries eighteen hours
or more in any one semester must have the explicit
approval of the Dean of Faculty.
Students may not r egister in any one semester
for more than three courses under the sa me professor unless they have the approval of the Dean of
Faculty. Such permission is also necessary for
enrolment in extension or correspondence courses.
SEMESTER HOURS- A semester hour repre.sents one fifty-minute recitation or its equivalent
per week. At least two hours of laboratory work
are required to equal one recitation period. One
recitation period per week presumes that the stuent must spend two additional hours in preparation.
CLASS ATTENDANCE-It is assumed that a stu'" t's registration in college indicates that he in·- ds to attend all meetings of his classes. Attend- ee is required; but, it is recognized that absence
• endance must be fair to the student, the instruc- _ometimes unavoidable. A set of rules governing
_. and all others concerned.
Absences on official school business may be exonly by the Dean of Stud ~ nt Affairs, and will
excused only if the absence is approved in ad-

Any student absent for any reason, excused or
unexcused, for as much as twenty-five per cent of
the class sessions will receive no credit for the
course in which the absences occur.
CLASSIFICATION-A student is not entitled to
class privileges until he has been certified by the
Registrar as a member of the class.
1. Freshman-a student is a freshman until he has

2.
3.
4.

5.

earned twenty-eight semester hours and at least
forty-six quality credits.
Sophomore-a student is a sophomore until he
has earned fifty-nine semester hours and at least
108 quality credits.
Junior-a student is a junior until he has earned
eighty-nine semester hours and at least 168
quality credits.
Senior-a student is a senior when he has completed 89 semester hours and 168 quality credits
and also has completed at least ten semester
hours on a jtmior-senior level.
Special student-a student is classified as a special student if he is registered for less than eight
semester hours.

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS-To be eligi.
ble for graduation, a student must have a C average
<including all grades recorded). A candidate for a
bachelor's degree, must complete 128 semester
hours, of which 124 shall be academic hours . A student must spend his senior year at Ouachita, com·
pleting not less than 24 of the last 32 semester hours
required for graduation. This statement is given as
a summary of requirements. Details and an official
statement of requirements are to be found in the
college catalogue.
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DORMITORY REGULATIONS-GENERAL
The residential standards of Ouachita Baptist
College have been developed through the years and
are intended as a means of protection and guidance
of the students. The acceptance and maintenance
of these standards, on or off campus, is your privilege and your responsibility.
RESIDENT COUNSELOR-Your resident counselor is there to facilitate the smooth running of the
dorm. She is directly responsible to the Dean of
Student Affairs for the activities in her dormitory .
She will be glad to be of service to each individual
as the need arises.
NOTICES-Each resident is urged to watch
dormitory bulletin boards for important announcements and messages. Each resident will be responrible for knowing the posted information. Notices
must be approved by the Resident Counselor.
ROOMS-All residents are to take proper care
their rooms at all times. Students are :responsible
for damage to roJm and :furniture beyond normal
ear and tear, and will be charged accordingly.
:bumb tacks, nails, and scotch tape are not to be
:... 'ven into or placed on the plaster or walls of the
ms.
Rooms are to be kept orderly and clean at all
es and will be made ready for inspection each
rning before the resident goes to class. The Colse reserves the right to inspect dormitory rooms
any time.
Demerits will be assessed for poor housekeep-~ following the same scale as those assessed for
- -.:;:>el absences, as described in the college cata51

Furniture and mattresses may not be removed
from a dormitory room or lounge without prior permission of the Resident Counselor.
TELEPHONES-Local telephone calls will not be
received or made in residence halls between 8 P .M.
and 10 P.M. Monday through Thursday. Calls are
Animals are not allowed in residence halls at
any time.
TIME OF OCCUPANCY-Room rent is computed on a semester basis. The semester rate allows a student to occupy his room the day before the
first day of registration period. Each student is
asked to vacate his room as soon as possible after
examinations are over at the end of the year.
ATTITUDE-The Resident Counselor may recommend to the Dean of Student Affairs the removal
of any resident whose influence is a detriment to
other stud~nts, or who consistently manifests a noncooperative spirit in the residence hall.
not to be made or received from 11 P.M. to 7 A.M .
Pay telephones are reserved for outgoing l.ong distance calls. Telephone calls, unless of an emergency
nature, are not permitted during study hours.
All telephone calls should be limited in consideration of others who may wish to use the facilities.
KEYS-The student is responsible for his key
until he moves from the building; at that time the
ltey should be returned to the Resident Counselor.
If a key is lost, the student should report to the
Resident Counselor so that a duplicate key may be
ordered. A charge of $1.00 will be made.
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ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES-Residents are
permitted to have lamps, irons, coffee makers, radios, and pop corn poppers in their rooms provided
the cords and connections are safe. The use of TV,
hair-dryers, refrigerators and other simil 1r appliances will be charged for at the rate of $1.00 per
month, applied to the student's bill in the Business
Office.
(Coin-operated landry and hair-dryjng facilities for women are available on campus.
HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATIONS- The dormitories will rem ain open dur ing the long week-end
holidays. Special arran-gements for Christmas holi·
days will be announced by the office of the Dean of
Student Affairs.
WANT BOOK-On the desk at the dormitory is a
book marl,ed ''Want Book," in which the residents
are requested to <eport needed building repairs .
CLEARANCE SLIPS-When a resident move~
from a dormitory, either during the semester or at
the end of the semester or year, he or she must
receive a signed clearance slip from the Resident
Counselor and present this clearance slip to the office of the Dean of Student Affairs. This is necesary whether or not the resident is planning to r eceive a room deposit r efund. If said Clear ance Slip
is not presented to the Dean's office at the time the
individual moves out, the $10.00 room deposit will be
forfeited. The Clear ance Slip will contain the fol:owing items:
Lavatories must be clean.
Window sills, mopboards, and ledges must be
clean.
3. Venetian blinds must be dust-free.
~-
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4. Desk and dresser drawers are to be empty and
clean.
5. Closets, stationary and portable, must be clean
and free of decorations.
6. Floors are to be swept and mopped.
7. All beds, bunk or single, are to be assembled
properly.
8. Walls and doors are to be free of materials.
9. Walls, floors, and doors are to be free of unnecessary scars and blemishes.
10. The room key must be returned to the Resident
Counselor.
RESERVING ROOMS FOR NEXT YEAR-Students already in residence may reserve accommodations for the next year, provided they do so by
May 1, Thereafter housing is accessidle for old
and new students on the s:t me basis. No housing is
reserved until the reservation fee is paid, or until
offici al clearance from the Dean of Stud ent Affairs
is received by the Resident Counselor. Women who
desire to reser ve a room for the next year should
sign a room reservation card in the office of the
Director of Women. Men will receive their reservation cards from the Dean of Student Affairs office.
These reservations are made during the latter
part of April. If a student desires to room with
another specific person, both individuals must make
the roommate request for it to be considered valid.
Any room changes after the original assignment
must be made with the approval of both the resident counselor and the Dean of Student Affairs.
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DORMITORY REGULATIONS
FOR WOMEN
CLOSING HOURS-Closing hour is 10 P .M. every
night except Friday and Saturd :ty !' l ~hts, when it is
11:30 P.M.
QUIET HOURS-Quiet is expected in the halls
from 8 P.M. to 7 A.M., Monday through Thursday
nights. On Friday and Saturday nights, reasonable
quiet is expected after 11:30 P.M . Quiet is expected
on Sunday night after 10 P.M.
DRESS-Girls are expected to dress modestly
and neatly at all times, and appropriately for all
occasions.
Residents are not to come to the dorm office
or the dorm parlor between 8 A.M. and 10 P.M. on
school days, 9 A.M. and 10 P .M. on Sundays, and 8
A. M. and 11:30 P.M. on Friday and Saturday, unless
they are fully dressed.
Blue jeans, slacks, slim jims, and shorts may
be worn in students' rooms for lounging or cleaning
but not in parlor areas or outside the dormitory ex·
cept for sports participation or on special occasions
approved by the Director of Women. Penalty for
improper dress will rest with the Women's Student
Government.
SIGNING OUT-For a student's protection and
for the convenience of family and friends who may
need to locate her, each woman is asked to sign out
befo re leaving the campus. After 6 P.M., they are
required to sign out in the dormitory office whenever
.hey leave the building.
When returning to the campus from out of town,
_,_ dents must report to the dormitories immediately
n arrival in Arkadelphia. Students will be ex55

pected to be in the dormitory at regular closin5
hours unless definite arrangements have been made .
If for any reason one is late beyond permission,
routine or granted, she is to report to the Resident
Counselor immediately upon her return .
LATE PERMISSION-Late permission for spe·
cial events must be obtained before· 6:00 P.M. from
the Resident Counselor. Late permission will not be
given after that hour except in case of an emer·
gency. No permission f'Jr which the Resident Counselor is responsible will be granted by the Director
o.f Women or the Dean of Student Mfairs.
Special Late Permission-Reasons for
Requesting
1. Activity required or sponsored by the college
1) Rehearsals and performances sponsored by
academic divisions or the music department.
2) Special trips required for College-sponsored
groups, for example, band trips .
3) Special class work.
Permission is granted for the above only if
your presence is necessary. The faculty
member involved contacts the Director of
Women, in advance, indicating those who are
to participate, and clearance is made by the
Director of Women with the Resident Coun·
selor concerned. You, too, are to confirm
this clearance with the Resident Counselor.
2. Work for pay
1) Baby sitting. Your employer is expected to
contact the Resident Counselor when asking
your services and also to provide transport·
ation back to the hall for you. It is your
resp'Jnsibility to let him know your hours
and insist that he see that you are on time.
2) Other work. You should plan for work that
will allow you to return to the halls by
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dosing time. Speclal exceptions are made
sometimes for unusual circumstances.
3. Weddings or funerals.
4. Cultural events out of town or in Arkadelphia.
If attendance on Friday or Saturday night is
possible, permission for another night will not
be given. No late permission is given on Sunday
night for cultural events.
5. Campus·wide events sponsored by the College
sometimes continue past the regular closing
hours . If this should occur, you may remain
until the end of the performance. However, you
are expected to return to the dormitory as soon
as the event is over without stopping en route.
Other Special Pennission
1. Leaving the hall after it is closed or before 7
A.M. If it is not possible to make plans for
leaving the hall in accordance with hours when it
is open, you should make request for a special
permission.
2. Taking a trip involving unusual travel arrangements. See the Director of Women in this
regard.
3. Women students may not spend the night in
the homes of married stud ents. Exception may
be granted only by sper.al permission of the
Director of Women.
• · WJmen may not spend the night away from
the campus during the week except by specific
written r equest of the parents concerned and
approval by the Director of Women.
OUT OF TOWN TRIPS AND OVERNIGHT PER~ IS SION-A general Permission Form, which is
sent to the parents of all students, should be filled
out, signed, and returned directly to the Resident
Counselor. Failure to fill out and return this form
· dicates that the student must obtain written per57

m1ss10n or permiSSion by telephone from home for
every out-of-town or off-campus overnight visit. The
expense of such calls must be borne by the student.
Sign in immediately from all absences. You
are not officially in the dorm until you have signed
in, personally.
TRIPS HOME-When a girl goes home and returns to the College, she must sign out as usual.
Return to the dormitory must be made by the regular closing hour, unless prior permission has been
received from the Resident Counselor.
In event an emergency situation arises on the
return trip which makes it impossible for the resident to arrive on time, the Resident Counselor should
be called immediately.
CHURCH ATTENDANCE-Ouachita students
are encouraged to attend local church services on
Wednesday evenings and on Sunday.
SOCIAL ENGAGEMENTS-Ouachita College
women are expected to maintain a high standard
of conduct at all times.
Dates are welcomed in residence halls from 4
P.M. until dinner, Monday through Thursday nights;
they may return after dinner and remain until 8
P.M. Students may have 11:30 privileges on Friday
and Saturday nights, and 10:00 privileges on other
nights.
It is not proper to "confer" out the dormitory
windows at any time. The penalty for such action
will be handled by the Women's Student Government.
ROOM CHECK-Room check will be made at
11 P.M. except on Friday and Saturday, when it will
be at 12 midnight. Every girl must be in her own
room at this time.
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GUESTS-Residents may have female guests in
their rooms on weekends, with the permission of
the Resident Counselor. Students are responsible
for seeing that their guests comply with the house
regulations. N\J dormitory residents are to spend the
night away from their room on school nights.
SERENADES-Residents are expected to turn
out their lights during serenades and to respond only
by applauding or singing.
GENERAL CONDUCT RULES
1. Smoking, gambling, and drinking are against all
rules and campus traditions .
2. Dancing is not permitted on campus or in connection with school-sponsored social events.
3. Young women may not go to the dining hall or
class rooms with hair rolled up .
4. Recommendation for demerts will be made by
the Resident Counselor and-or the dormitor y
council; demerits are actually assessed by the
Dean of Student Affairs .
4. Demerits may be assessed by the Dean of Student Affairs for any abuse of privileges or for
any conduct that infringes upon the rights and
privileges of others.
PLAN OJF SELF GOVERNMENT !FOR
WOMEN STUDENTS
Defini:ion of Terms

Judicial Board-a committee composed of the
t! tecced president, vice-presitient, secretary and
treasurer of the women students, plus representa tives from each dormitory according to the
number of residents in the dormitory: two from
Cone Bott-Jms, one from Perrin, o·ne from Blake,
one from Terral-Moore, one fr om J oh n.son, and
one from Flippen. The president shall serve as
chairman o.f the board with no vote. The Din~c59

tor of Women shall serve as ex-officio member.
2. Dormitory Council-a committee composed of
two represent atives from each floor and wing of
the dormitory with the student dormitory counselors and the Hostess serving as ex-officio
members.
3. Call Down-the unit employed in fixing penalties for violation of regulations.
4. Date Jerk-a penalty for violation of regulations
in which a woman student must be in her dormitory room at 7 P.M. and remnin there the rest
of the evening with no visitors. The date jerk
must be taken on a Friday or Saturday night as
issued by the dormitory council. This means
that the roommates cannot have visitors in the
room during the evening.
Penalties(Offense)
(Penalty)
1) Lateness:
1 to 5 minutes
1 call down
G to 10 minutes
2 call downs
11 to 15 minutes
3 call downs
Judicial Board
16 minutes or later
2) F ailure to keep quiet
1 call down
hours
3) Inappropriate dress
(as defined in handbook) 1 c:.1ll down
4) Signing out while in town :
1 call down
F ailure to sign out
Failure to sign in
1 call down
10 call downs
Falsifying sign out date
5) Any violation of rules
governing out of town
trips
.Judicial Board
Date Jerk
Total of three call downs
(i . Definition of a "campus." Girls on a campus
5.
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are not allowed to le.ave the campus for any
reason except church services or emergencies,
and then must be accomp anied by a council
member with permission of Resident Counselor.
A "campus" is assessed by the Dean of Student
Affairs on the recommendath:m o.f the Judicial
Board. Girls must not have any conversation
men directly or indirectly except "hello" in
passing (teachers excepted). Girls are denied
privileges of all campus activities (noonday excepted). They must be in the dormitory by
7:15 P.M., weekends included.
Judicial Board Offenses:
1. A total of fifteen call downs
2. Late sixteen minutes or more
3. Violation of date jerk
4. Violation of rules governing out-of-town trips
5. Violation of the Handbook rules withh"l the dormitory (such as smoking, etc.), or the "Spirit
of Ouachita.''
Any case or any continual offender may be recommended by the dormitory council to the Judicial Board.
Procedure of the Call Down System
1. Call downs may be assessed by the dormitory
Student Counselor or the Resident Counselor.
A list of these call downs is then turned in to the
Dormitory Council at each meeting. When a student has accumulated a total of three call downs,
the Dormitory Council has the authority to issue
a Date J erk. An accumulation of fifteen call
downs warrants an appearance before the Judicial Board. Call downs will be accumulated
over the period of one semester. Those received
during the week of finals will be carried to th"'
nel't semester.
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2. The Judicial Board shall hear the appeal for the
offenses listed under "Judicial Board Offenses".
They shall discuss the case and vote on the pen·
alty deemed most fair for the particular offense.
(This penalty includes campuses andj or de·
merits). The action of the Judicial Board re·
garding any disciplinary action that affects the
permanent record of the student, such as campuses and demerits, shall be assessed by the
Dean of Student Mfairs.
3. This system shall not annul in any way or limit
the right of the student to appeal. Nor shall
it annul or limit in any way the right of the
Dean of Student Affairs to control anrl enforce
the rules of the Administration. Th'l appeal of
a recommended action of the Judicial Board may
be made to the Honor Court or the Dean of Students and / or to the Disciplinary Committee of
the College through the Dean of Student Affairs.
This appeal must be made within five days from
the time of the action taken by the Dean of Student Affairs. The student will be notified, in
writing, of all action by the Dean's office. Final
appeal may be made to the President of the
College.
4. Pro::eedings of this board with respect to individual cases shall be strictly secret, except for
proper notifications. Violating the confidence
of the Judicial Board shall be grounds for immediate dismissal from the board.
5. No meeting of the Judicial Board shall be convened without the presence of the Director of
Women or a duly appointed representative; also
the Resident Counselor of the individual being
tried shall be requested to attend.
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DORMITO!f{Y REGULATIONS-FOR MEN
Residents of the dormitories are expected to
maintain a high moral plane of personal conduct
such as might be observed in a Christian home. The
listing of specific regulations is not to be interpreted
as a limitation on College authorities in dealing with
cases of mi sbehavior. The Administration reserves
the privilege to establish sp ecial regulations at any
time that seems appropriate.
HOURS-Reasonable quiet in the dormitories Is
expected from 11 P.M. to 7 A.M. Sunday through
Thursday nights. Reasonable quiet is expected from
12 midnight to 7 A.M . on Friday and Saturday nights.
ThEse hours are observed in deference to those who
must get their rest.
Freshmen are expected to be in their rooms by
11 P .IVI . on school nights, and by 12 midnight on
other nights.
Reasonable quiet is defined as ''not distrubing
olhers ." This includes such matters as noise in the
balls, etc .
\'ISITORS- Men may have male guests, provided
ere is room , and provided prior arrangements
have been made with the Resident Counselor. This
:.....eludes guests fr-om other dormitories.
Wo men visiting the men's dormitories will be
_estricted to the lounge or the Resident Counselor's
ap3II.ment, except when accompanied by the Resi- -t Counselor or a member of the immedi01te fam• of the male student. Arrangements for them to
-,· should be made with the Resident Counselor
: r t o their arrival.
Except for authorized overnight guests, visitors
not be alllowed in the dormitory after 11:00
_ This includes on-campus visitors.
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OFF-CAMPUS-To make it possible to locate
any student in an emergency and to fulfill its responsibility to parents, the College requests each student to sign out with the Resident Counselor before
leaving the city.
CLOTHING-Students are expected to present a
suitable appearance at all times. In the dormitory,
casual attire is permitted, such as pajamas or robes.
Men must be clothed or wear robes to answer the
telephone.
Outside the dormitory, the student is expected
to dress as a gentleman. Shorts may not be worn
in the dining hall, classrooms, living rooms of women's residence halls, or administrative and faculty
offices of the College.
The words'·properly dressed" means dressed in
uttire that would be acceptd to wear out-Qf-doors.
This includes trousers and a shirt.
DRINK MACHINES-Soft drink, milk, and candy machines have been placed on the first floor of
e.ach dormitory for student use. Misuse of these
machines will warrant their removal.
LOUNGES-Lounges are provided within the
dormitory for the use of the residents, families and
guests. Each lounge is equipped with couches, tables and chairs. As a courtesy to fellow residents
who may be entertaining guests, all persons are required to be properly dressed while in the lounge.
WEIGHTS-Space has been provided in the
new gymnasium for weight-lifting exercise. Weights
will n·Jt be allowed in the dormitories due to their
damaging effect upon physical property.
MISCELLANEOUS ITEMSIf an item of personal property is missing, a
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student is to report it to the Resident Counselor.
Every effort will be made to recover it. Rooms
should be locked at all times when the resident is
absent. The College is not responsible for a student's personal property.
Musical instruments may not be played in the
dormitory without the permission of the Resident
Counselor. Instruments, radios, TV's and record
players are to be played in moderate tones at all
times in deference to others in the dormitories.
Students whose driving is reckless may have
their cars banned from the campus.
Every effort within reason will be made to enable the student to have the roommate of his choice,
insofar as there is no conflict with other housing
reguations. If any changes are necessary or desirable, arrangements must be made with the Resident Counselor for movement within the dormitory.
Changes from dor mitory will be made in the office
of the Dean of Student Affairs.
No salesmen or solicitors are permitted within
e dormitories unless they have a permit properly
signed by the Dean of Student Affairs.
Occupants of each room will be expected to
iurnish necssary brooms and mops, etc.
The dormitory counselor, under the direction of
· e Resident Counse}Jr, has the auhority to recomend implementation of these rulles for the individ·
I dormitories subject to final approval by the
an of Student Affairs.
VIOLATIONS-Violations of the regulations will
ubject to demerits and j or dismissal from school.
,ommendation for demerits can be made by the
-:dent Counselor and j or the Dormitory Conucil;
erits are assessed by the Dean of Student
· s. The President issues suspension or expul·
or ders, and he alone may revoke or lighten any

REGULATIONS FOR
MARRIED STUDENTS
GENERAL MATTERS-Married students shall
be governed by the same r egulations applicable to
all the student body .
RENTAL HOUSING-The rental housing avail·
able on campus is provided as a convenience to the
married students. The following provisions specifi·
cally apply to said housing:
1.

All housing is directed by the office of the Dean
of Student Affairs. Assignment of definite housing is made only by that office .

2. Any changes in married students' housing must
be cleared ahead of actual moving. Penalty for
failure to do so will jeopardize the privilege of
conthwed use of such facilities.
3. The College reserves the right to inspect apartment units at any time.
4. No housing may be occ upied until an inspection
check has been made by the Dean of Student
Affairs or his duly appointed representative as
to the physical condition of the premises. Such
an inspection sheet is to be signed by both parties before occupancy . A similar check shall be
made at the timP of r emoval, and before vacating clearance is approved.
5. The occupants are expected to take reasonable
care of the pr emises while there. Any willful
defacement or vand alism shall be charged to the
housing deposit of the family involved. The
deposit must then be returned to its normal
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amount before additional housing may be assigned.
5. A Clearance Slip, containing the foll0wing items,
is to be received from the Dean of Student Affairs or his duly authorized representative, and
presented to the Dean's office whenever u family
moves from the apartment. The lack of said
slip forfeits Lhe right to the housing deposit
return .
SAMPLE CLEARANCE SlLl!P FOR
MARR!ED HOUSING

I have personally inspected the apartment of
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . who moved out
of Apartment No.
in
and have checked the items below:
1.

Kitchen and bathroom fixtures clean.

2. Window sills, mop boards, and ledges
clean.
3. Closets, stationary and portable, are
clean and free of decorations and waste .
. . . .4.

Floors have been swept and mopped.

5. Walls and doors are free of pictures and
signs.
6. Walls, floors, and doors are free of unnecess ary scars and blemishes.
7.

Grounds around apartment are free of
litter and trash .
Signed
(Faculty Representative)
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Songs And Yells
OUACHITA ALMA MATEH
Ouachita, we sing thy praises,
Thy beauty, thy power, thy fame ,
E;ach Joyal heart upraises
A cheer to thy glorious name
0-U-A·C-H-I-T-A.

Here's good luck to Ouachita
May all her skies be gay.
Give a cheer for Ouachita
A loud hip-hip-hooray.
0-U-A-C-H-I-T-A.

Ouachita, thy sons and daughters,
We'll carry thy flag unfurled;
And none shall e'er surpass thee,
The Queen of the college wor Jd .
0-U-A-C-H-I-T-A.

Here's good luck to Ouachita,
May all l1er skies be gay;
Give a cheer for Ouachita,
A loud hip-hip-hooray.
0 -U-A-C-H-1-T-A.
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GIMME AN "0' '

Gimme
Gimme
Gimme
Gimme
Gimme
Gimme
Gimme
Gin1me

an "0'' - - - "0"
a "U" - --"U"
an "A" - - - "A''
a " C" - - - "C"
an "H" - - - "H"
an "I" - - - "I"
a "T" - - - "T"
an "A" -- - - "A"

0-U-A-C-H-1-T-A
OUACHITA

TWO

BIT~

Two Bits
Four Bits
Six Bits
A Dollar!
All for the Tigers
tand up and holler!
STOMP YELL
cheerleaders will demonstrate mo1'iott5
Go-Team-Go (clap, clap, clap)
:E"ight-Team-Fight (clap, clap, clap, clap
, in-Team-Win (clap, clap)
Let's Win!
VICTORY YELl.
a "V"
. 'd an "I''
- ·e a "C-TORY"
\lCTORY · VICTORY
··= !CTORY TONIGHT!
TIGER SNAP

, Tigers, Tigers!
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